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Backblaze Inc. Launches High-Performance Online Backup Beta 

Beta users get free unlimited storage for their photos, music, and other documents 

Palo Alto, California – Feb. 10, 2008 – Backblaze Inc. today announced free unlimited online backup during beta 

for its users. Request beta access to this easy-to-use service at www.backblaze.com.  

Despite the odds of losing important data being over 400% greater than of getting the flu this year, only 1 in 4 

people back up their computers. Top reasons individuals provide for not doing regular backups include “I am too 

lazy”, “It is too complicated”, “It is too expensive”, and “I worry about it slowing down my computer.” 

Unfortunately, whether the cause is a computer virus, hardware or software malfunction, theft, fire, or other 

misfortune – when data is lost, it is typically unrecoverable and irreplaceable.  

To address these concerns and help people backup, Backblaze has developed an automatic, secure, and high-

performance solution for protecting all the data stored on laptops and desktops. 

Backblaze was founded by a team of serial entrepreneurs that have worked together over the last decade 

building companies that developed search and security technologies used by over 10 million consumers and 

5000 enterprises worldwide. With this background the team has developed an online backup system that: 

 Installs Instantly – no credit cards or forms to fill out. 

 Automatically Finds Files – locates files anywhere on the PC and notices any changes. 

 Backs Up at the Right Time – when the PC is idle or on a convenient schedule. 

 Double-Secures Data – with encryption on the data and the transmission. 

 Provides Unlimited Storage – store all you want for free during beta; later for just $5 per month. 

 Restores Through the Web – retrieve any files from anywhere with a web browser. 

 Sends a DVD or USB Drive – full copy of all your files delivered to your door via FedEx. 

 Has Unparalleled Performance – unique FSCAN Engine ensures backups do not slow the PC. 

 Is Available in 11 Languages – to ensure everyone can back up. 

The Backblaze service is available today for free in private beta. Please visit www.backblaze.com to request a 

coupon code and be among the first to experience automatic, secure, high-performance protection of your data.  

About Backblaze 

Founded by a team of serial entrepreneurs and located in the heart of Silicon Valley, the company’s mission is to 

ensure photos, music, documents, and other irreplaceable data is never lost. To this end, Backblaze provides an 

automatic, secure, high-performance service to backup data online to its remote datacenters.  For more 

information or to backup your own system, visit www.backblaze.com 
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